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Update: In his blog on Huffington Post, agent Arm Tellem confirms that Joe Johnson has agreed to six-year, $120 million 
deal to remain with the Atlanta Hawks. 
 
CBSSports.com reported earlier that Johnson and Atlanta were "close" to finalizing their agreement. 
 
The Hawks came right out of the gates at 12:01 a.m. Thursday and lavished Johnson, the cornerstone of their revival, 
with the maximum offer they could extend him under the current collective bargaining agreement. Johnson, 28, was 
determined to explore the options free agency afforded him, and met within an hour with Knicks officials in Los Angeles. 
The meeting was attended by Johnson's L.A.-based agent, Arn Tellem, and another one of his clients, Mike Miller.  
 
One day passed. Then two. Then three. Hawks officials were not so much growing nervous as flummoxed that Johnson 
was taking so long to say yes to a contract the likes of which no player of his caliber will see again anytime soon in the 
NBA. The league's salary structure is one year away from changing dramatically -- and in favor of the owners -- in a new 
collective bargaining agreement. 
 
On Friday, a person with close ties to Johnson told CBSSports.com that the four-time All-Star was "intrigued" by the 
opportunity to play in New York or Chicago. In both places, he'd have to be intrigued enough to accept about $25 million 
less than the Hawks were offering. In both places, he'd either be a complementary piece to one of the top-tier free agents 
or a substitute -- similar to the situation the Suns' Amar'e Stoudemire was in, except the Suns never offered Stoudemire 
the max for six years. 
 
As of Saturday afternoon, Johnson was still on the fence as the Knicks, in particular, continued to apply pressure in an all-
out effort to persuade Johnson to validate their painful, two-year effort to clear enough salary-cap space to attract 
marquee free agents. But by later in the evening, word came from Johnson's camp that minor contractual details were on 
the verge of being resolved in order to keep Johnson with the Hawks -- who would've likely waited until after the new CBA 
was in place to replace him with a comparable talent. Johnson has averaged at least 17 points per game in all five 
seasons with the Hawks while playing at least 76 games in four of those seasons. 
 
If Johnson's flirtation with the free-agent recruiting process mirrors that of LeBron James, Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh, 
his spasm of wanderlust getting trumped by the far more favorable deal his own team could offer him may be a harbinger 
of decisions to come. Barring sign-and-trades, by which free agents can change teams and still get max money, the Big 
Three are in the same boat. Being wanted is great, but money ... everybody likes money. 
 
Speaking of which, Johnson will turn 34 entering the sixth year of this contract, when he'll be making approximately $24 
million in his 16th NBA season. But the Hawks felt the potential payoff in the first three years of the deal -- and the risk of 
losing Johnson without being able to find a comparable replacement -- made the commitment worthwhile. Also, the 
Hawks are banking on the fact that there will always be a high-revenue team willing to take on a big contract, either as the 
final piece to a championship-ready team or in the form of an expiring asset.  
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Good for the Hawks.
As a Bulls fan i am pleased that J. Johnson is staying home. I think all of the free agents 
should stay with their teams and win ther,plus make more money. All the teams who 
cleared space cap should all come up with shit, and pay out of the ass for maximum salarly 
player whos not worth it (the money). (I.E. David Lee,Chris Bosh, Carlos Boozer,Joe 
Johnson possibly,Paul Pierce even though the Celtics re-signed him (dumb move). Ama're 
for a max deal isnt even a smart deal. To many knee problems and his eyes are all jacked 
up. This free agent class is over hyped besides for the teams that are re-signing their own 
free agents( Wade,LeBron,J.Johnson,Dirk,and possible Bosh because he loves the 
moneyy. Sorry the Bulls (which i hate to say)Nets,Knicks,Clippers,Heat and the teams 
involved in trade and signs are all gonna be screwed,but best of luck to all. I would love to 
see a more competive league meaning players change teams and not group up. Cant wait 
to see what transpires!
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
What what happens next year, when they get locked out.  The owners are going to try to 
invalidate all the current contracts and start fresh.  Should make for some great soundbites.
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Stupid deal for the Hawks
This is a bad deal for the Hawks. I will put aside the fact that Joe Johnson does a bellyflop 
every year come playoff time and the fact that he dissed the hometown fans. 
 
Johnson is 29 years old. He will be 35 on the last year of this contract. After the upcoming 
season, his best years are probably behind him. I am not saying he will be D-
Leagueworthy. He will probably be a team contributor in the coming years. But this is 
Superstar-get-on-my-shoulders money and JJ is not in that category. 
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The Hawks would have been better served looking for a center. Al Horford is unselfishly 
doing an admiral job at the position but he is a natural power forward forced into the 5-spot. 
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
I like Joe Johnson, but he's not worth this kind of money...
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What do we mean "Close" to a deal
OK, they are offering him a max deal.  This what I don't understand about the NBA they 
can't get a max deal what kind of dealing needs to happen?  Hey I want the max amount 
you can offer me, here is the contract with all that information.  It's like the rookie deals, 
why do these guys sign with agents before the draft?  When you get drafted you get slotted 
a certain amount of money that you can get.  This is not the NFL where there are no maxs. 
 You get what you can.  
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
Pierce= 61 million; Dirk 80 Million, Johnson 120 million. 
 
What is wrong with this picture?
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
Bulls could actually use an SG like Johnson.  Since Gordon left they've lost a lot of 
firepower.  Someone to play offensively in compliment to Rose would be helpful for him. 
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
Uhm ... yeah ... Pierce and Dirk got 4 year deals while Johnson is looking at a 6 year deal.  
It makes sense since Johnson is 29 and the other two are 32.  Actually the Dirk deal is a 
little more risky since the money is roughly the same but for an age range that is when 
players start to break down.  At least the Hawks can say they are paying for some of the 
younger years. 
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Source: Johnson, Hawks 'close' to max deal
I agree, it's dumb to sign Joe Johnson before the other guys, he's the one you "settle" on 
later... I realize he's the one that the Hawks have the advantage at signing, but with talent 
like Horford and Smith, they should not be an unattractive destination. I'm not a Hawks fan 
but I hate to see them throw so much money at somebody that will not take them 
anywhere, this will bog down the franchise for the duration of his contract. 
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Great Take On Free Agency
Sums up some of the free agency news pretty well. http://www.sincitynews.info/2010/07 
/round-and-round-and-round-we-go.ht 
ml 
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